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COMMENTATiONES MATHEMATICAE UNVERSITATIS CAROLINAE 
26,2 (1985) 
INVARIANT COHOMOLOGY OF THE POISSON LIE ALGEBRA 
OF A SYMPLECTIC MANIFOLD 
M. De WILDE, P. B. A. LECOMTE, D. MELOTTE 
Abstract. Let (M,P) be a symplectio manifold and let & 
be a subalgebra of its Lie algebra of symplectio Tec tor fields. 
It is shown that if (11,7) has a ©-invariant connection, the 
subcomplex of the CheTalley complex of differential oochains 
of the Poisson algebra of (M,P) generated by the ©-invariant 
co chains and the 1-differentiable oo chains has the aame cohorao-
logy as the total complex. Moreover, the second and third ooho-
mology spaces of the complex of invariant coohains are computed. 
Key words; Symplectio manifolds. CheTalley co homo logy. 
Poisson algebra. Invariamoe. 
Classification: 17B65, 17B56, 53C15 
1» Introduction. Let M be a connected, Hausdorff, second 
countable smooth manifold of dimension 2n;>2. Let F be a symp-
lectio form on M; A will denote its contravariant version, i.e. 
the contravariant 2-tensor obtained by lifting the indices of 
P by the duality defined by P. The Poisson Lie algebra of M is 
(N,P), N being the space of all smooth real functions on M and 
P the Poisson bracket. 
We denote by 8 the coboundary operator of the Chevalley 
c oho mo logy of the adjoint representation of (H,P). A co chain C 
(i.e. an alternating multilinear map from N q into K) is called 
£iffejre^i£l if it is a differential operator of some fixed or-
der allower M. It is vanishing on_the_constants (in short ne) 
if if D C m 0. 
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The epaoe Ag^g QO °* a 1 1 differential oochaine i s stable 
by d • Itp oohoetflogy ^(A^-f j (H) , 3) i s not known in general, 
due to the lack of a reasonable model for the cohomology of for-
mal eympleotic Tector fields* The spaces Hq (q - 1,2,3) play an 
important role in various problems of symplectic geometry, name-
ly in the etudy of formal deformations of (ITfP)f and they have 
been computed in 11, 5, 81. 
Suppose now that <B i s a Lie algebra of symplectic vector 
fields on II. A oochain C i s © -invariant i f LgC * 0 for a l l 
X e<& . 
Denote by A ^ft(H) the epaoe of a l l <£? -inrariant diffe-
rential ©oehaina. I t i s s t i l l stable by d and the knowledge of 
H ^ A ^ f f(H) f 3 ) (q^3) i s essential in the etudy of <B-invari-
ant formal deformations of (N,P). 
I t ie known that the etudy of H(Adi:f:f(H)f 8 ) reduoee to 
that of HCA^fg xko^9®) ^ 3 and the eame holde true for the 
invariant cohomology. An important subspace of ~A-Mtt n c ^ i s 
the apace of 1-differentiable cochains ( i . e . of order 1 in each 
argument) isomorphic to the space A(M) of smooth forms on M by 
fAA(M) -~**u*±tttnc
W> where 
^*6>(u f . . . f u - ) - <^(X^ , . . . , 2 ^ ) f 
H o q-i 
X being the Hamiltonian vector field of u. The apace 
^1-dlff n c ^ is s*a1:)le fey ̂  and f"'* iatertwins d (the exteri-
or differential) with 3 • 
We will assume that M admits a <&-invariant linear connec-
tion. From results of L6, 7J, it seems to be a reasonable conjec-
ture that the difference between the cohomology and the invari-
ant cohomology only comes from 1-differentiable cochains. 
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We PTOTO tn th ie paper that A ^ f f f l | 0 ( I )
 A A
1 . d i f f f l i e(H) 
mnA A ^ f f y l i e(ir) have the same co homo logy and we compute 
H q ( A € d i f f » i - e t H ) ) f o r * • 2»3 (the case q • 1 l g t r i T i a l ) . 
2 . The main resul t 
fheorea 2^1. Let (MtP)_toe a jrmj?lectiojaanifold of_dime.flK 
j l o a 2 n > 2 and l e t © ll*J*Jhlej*l^br*mj>t irmolect iojreotor 
f ielge^oyer M. 
Jf M admite_a 6 -4wariant_l imear connection^ then^the^in-
olusion 
- « ^ € d l f f . B . » > A A 1 - d l f f , n o ( H ) ' 3 ) ' * < A d l f f , n c <
K ) ' d ) 
induces ea_i0omprj»M0m_in oohomology. 
We w i l l s e t 
I * (I) « A * u f f f M « > A A , . ^ f t t C(H). 
fhe proof goes i n two s teps . F i r s t , M i s supposed to toe a 
contract ible open subset of E with i t s canonical symplectic 
structure. Next the r e s u l t has to toe extended to an arbitrary M. 
fhe proof of t h i s second step i s ent ire ly .similar to [ 2 ] , p. 
211,B and w i l l toe omitted here. 
For the f i r s t s tep, a proof based on a study of the symbols 
in lexicographical order and on an induction with respect to th i s 
order would toe poss ib le . Since th i s type of proof seems to hide 
an argument based on spectral sequences, we hare preferred the 
l a t t e r approach. We thus introduce appropriate spectral sequences 
on ( A ^ f f n c ^ * ^ ) a n d CI Q D » 3 ) and ahow that the ir terme B.j 
are isomorphic and that the sequencee converge. Surprisingly, the 
l a t t e r point does not seem to follow from c lass ica l convergence 
arguments. 
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The assumption that M admits a ©-invariant connection can 
be slightly relaxed, as shown in J 3§ hut the improvement Is not 
of obvious interest. 
3. The case of the symplectic manifold TR • In this sec-
tion, M denotes some fixed contractible open subset of R, , ©-
quipped with its canonical symplectic form ?• 
By substituting the i-th component of £.* 6 R to the i-th 
partial derivative of u.» in a cochain C(u ,...,u--j), we define a 
linear map a which transforms the nc cochains into alternating 
polynomials on 1R , of order 2 1 ia each argument and smooth-
ly depending on xeM. 
Let Q be the space of all such polynomials and .IP be the 
space of all alternating polynomials on ]R , of order >1 in 
each argument. Define b: £Ptg> A(M)—> QsP ® fc> —>od(P . ,*t,*a> ), 
where oo is the antisymmetrization projector and 
<*•«>< fo ?q-1> " P( ?o ^ 1 » « ' ^ fq-1>-
The map b is a linear bisection and b~ o a identifies 
.A&iff n c W to (F® A(M) . An easy computation shows that, by 
this identification, 3 transforms into 
8(P ® CJ) « d'P ® <*> + P ® dMc^ , 
where d is given by 
(*'P)(f0 ?q> -
. Z . (-D3A(fi,fj)tP(...,fi + fa,...J...) - p ( . . . , f i , . . . J . . . ) -
*<a* (i> A it) 
— ?V • • • 9 P-i » • • • O* • • '•* 
(recall that A is the contravariant 2-tensor obtained by lift-
ing the indices in P) and 
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if a) is a q-form. 
The coboundary d' can he interpreted as follows. 
A homogeneous polynomial P(£Qf... f fq.."|) of degree r* in 
£., identifies to a q-linear form on ? r x . „ x j f f where 
o q—1 
¥^ is the symmetric i-th power of IR n . Thus 3* may be re-
garded as the spaoe of all cochains on y » .IT ^ > continuous 
with respeot to the product topology. 
By lowering indices by means of Pf the Lie algebra of for-
mal sympleotic vector fields without constant term on R i-
dentif ies to tP , its sub algebra sp(nf K ) corresponding to f/̂ * 
It is a matter of computation to check that, by this iso-
morphism, d' corresponds to the differential of the Gheralley 
oo homo logy of the trivial representation of Sf on IR . 
4. The spectral sequences. In the sequel, S denotes one of 
the spaces ?® A(M) or I* (N) « b"1« a 1° (N). 
The space S is graded by S • ®_ Sqf S
q being the space of * 
all q-coohalns belonging to S. It admits the decreasing filtra-
tion Pp ( p g j ) , where Pp - © P1^* and Pp»q is the spaoe of 
elements of S°* of total order at most 2q-p. The total order of 
P c$ <o is the sum of the total order of P and of the number of 
arguments of o . Thus »-?** « 0 if p>q. Moreover, d'Ppc Pp and 
d"Ppc P1*1. Thus (S f9) is a graded filtered differential spaoe 
(in the sense of 141). The corresponding spectral sequence will 
be denoted (Ei(S)fdi). 
5. The terms E Q. It is clear that, for S - <P ® A (M), 
(E0(S),dQ)e* (S,d'® 1 ). 
The case S « I (N) reauires some attention. If C is a co-
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chain, the homogeneous part of aC of highest order is the symbol 
# c of C# If C Is invariant, so is 6Q because, for every 
X c 36(M), €L c - L^.6^9 where X* denotes the natural lifting 
of X to T* M. Conversely, since M admits an invariant oonneoti-
on, every smooth homogeneous polynomial on T* M, invariant by G > 
is the symbol of an invariant oochain 17, $ 111. It follows that 
B|f<l(S) - fP»P+*/*P+1»P+l- corresponds by b to the space of ***-
bols of the (p+q)-oochains of order 2q+p of I (N). fHui 
B f t ( I
6 (H) ) « * [b~1 { p e Q t L ^ P - 0 t V X a € )1 .A(M) 
where * I s defined by 
(P ® <_o).(P'«> o>' ) m ( -1)** ( P A P ' ) « <*> A <i>' 
k (resp. k') being the number of arguments of cd (resp. p')» 
Moreover, d i d e n t i f i e s again to d'ig> i • 
A more precise description of BA(I (H)) w i l l be useful* I f 
P « <P, 
L P - f>CuX)P, 
where DX is the Jacobian matrix of X and p the natural repre-
sentation of g K n , K ) on (P • If X is symplectio, It follows 
that 




E„(Í*(S)) - k-r 9 • A(M) 
where 
ker 8 - {0 a <P# A(M): 8(X)C • 0, VX a <B* . 
For tfc« sake of simplicity, we will denote ker 9 • A(M) by 
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I e ( H ) . 
Remark. The only point where the existence of a & -inva-
riant connection is used is the assertion that every homogene-
ous polynomial on I*M invariant by <£ is the symbol of an in-
variant cochain. 
6. Isomorphism of the terms 1-j 
Lemma 6.1. The inclusion is I e (N) — y & Q A (M) induces an 
isomorghism i # s B ^ I
8 00) — > Z^l&Q A(M)). 
It is well-known that 
E ^ S ) - * H(B0(S)fd0). 
We have already seen that (P£AcCf)9 the space of cont i -
nuous cochains on Sf • Moreover sp(n fB ) --= ^ 2 i s a subalgebra 
of 9 . 
Denote by (ft the space of skew-symmetric polynomials of or-
der Z 3 in each argument. Then 51 £- A ^ J f / S f g ) * 
Consider the Hochschild-Serre f i l t r a t i o n of <P® A (M) 
( 5 £ A c ( S f ) <g>A(M)) re lated to the subalgebra tf2 si sp(n f tR ) . 
The f i r s t terra of the corresponding spectral sequence of the 
d i f ferent ia l space ( tf>® A ( M ) , d ' ® / l ) i s 
E0 <£ A c ( S f ) <S> A(M) -a- A ( s p ( n f R ) f ^ ) ® A(M) 
with the differential d' » 3^ «̂  "H » where 3L is the differ en-
o ^ s 
tial of the Chevalley cohomology of the representation j> rest-
ricted to sp(nfR) and &, • 
Similarly, for the corresponding filtration of I e (N), EJJ-* 
» I (N) and dJJ « 8 ® 1 when identifying EJJ to a subspace of 
A(sp(nf(R ),<&) €> A(M) by the isomorphism above. 
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Sine* -p(n,R) is simple, it is well-known that 
H<Ko''do> -< A a d ® $? ® A (M) 
and more precisely, 
ker 8p - A
ad<8> %?<8> A(M) €> im ^ 
where A denotes the space of all ad-invariant elements of 
A(sp(nf R ) f R ) and <R? the space of p -invariant elements of Si* 
Moreover, there exists a linear map kt A(sp(nf R )f(R) — > 
— • A(«p(n, Pv),.R) which intertwine the representation 
Ц?,k-+iU) o ̂ , + ^ o i(A) 
of sp(n,R) and which is a right inverse of &, o& ii 1 • 
Indeed, ker SV is stable by iJL thus it has an ̂ -stable 
algebraic supplement £ . Thus 
A(ap(n,50,^) - (A a d 3 &?) & im d^ ® E • 
Observe that &> i E —> im SL has a unique inverse. If oc , /3 , 
f are the projectors on A a d ® :_ft^ . im 8U and E associated 
to this decomposition k -" ( <L •«, )~ © (3 has the required pro-
r it 
per t i e s . 
Observe that , by the isomorphism {P si A(ep(n,R) f & ) , £> 
becomes -CL • fhus k commutes with 0 ( 1 ) (X e €r ) and k ^ 1 s t a -
b i l i s e s I ° ( H ) . 
Since A a d <g> ft? & A ( M ) c I 8 ( H ) , we have 
and 
ker Ә^n I (H) - ( A a d ® Я ? в Л ( Ю ) Ф ( I ( S ) л i ш ð ? ) 
I (H)лiш ӘÄ - ӘA o k ( I
Ә ( H ) Л i m Әл ) c Ә_I (H). V г r f 
Thus 
н(ij fđg)Äн(i0' fđ;) 
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and the lemma follows. 
7« Convergence of the spectral sequences 8^(3). It does not 
seem that the convergence of the spectral sequences B^(S)f S » 
- (P <g> A ( M ) or I 0 (N) follows from standard arguments. 
We need the following 
Lemma 7 . 1 . Let (X » @ X ^ c f ) J^_&_graded di**orential_sj>a£ 
oe^ Suppose that cf» <fQ + oT- f where cf^ ( i » 0,1) is_hompjg&ne-
ouf of—degree i and that im cfQn im c^ C im <fQ o cf^ • I f (E*,dj) i s 
the j?J>oo^ral_sequenoe defined ISLthe^fi l trat ion Pp » ®^>xX^p. 
t > e n B p £ B p . 
Recall that 
where 
Zp - Pp A ov - 1 ?!* 1 and Dp - Pp A o ^ 1 . 
I t i s c lear that Z | D Zp + Z-f" • These spaces are equal. In-
deed, i f X6 z | f x » x + x ^ mod P
p + , with x 6 Xp and x .- G 
s X ^ • Then dQx • 0 and c^x + cT0x + 1 » 0 f thus there ex-
i s t s meXp such that o^x » - <fQx -j » cT0 ^ z . Note that 
xp+1 + ^ i * 6 * ^ n k e r d*0 • zf
+ and x - d^z » x + d_z -
- cf z e Ppn ker cT « Z^ . Since P p + 2 c zf+1 f the equality fo l lows . 
Moreover, Df » D^ . Indeed, i f x-eD^ , choose the larges t 
q«p-1 such that x » cTy with y e P q \ P q + 1 , Then q » p-1 . Other-
wise , y c Z | « z £ + Zlf+1 and x » oTy € cTP
q+1
 f contradicting the 
choice of q. 
Suppose now that Z.f*"1 « Z/J£*1 © V. Since z f ^ n D £ » zj*"1 A 
A D& » z r 1 + D « " ( D £ + Z«+1> e V* Mol-*°ver Zp A Zlf+1 - z£*"1, 
thus Zp + Zf1"1 - Zp ® V. Then 
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B | - ( ^ + Z ? + 1 ) / ( z f * 1 + B P ) » (Zp ©V) / t (D p +Z p + 1 )®V3 £Z B^ . 
Hence the lemma. 
Let ua now prove the convergence of the s p e c t r a l sequences 
B t (S) of § 3 . 
Take f i r s t 3 - (P® A ( M ) . I t i s graded by 
S « ® X q , Xq - © (<P<8> A ( M ) ) r ' k , 
where ( tP $3 A(M)) r* denotes the space of all k-cochains, homo-
geneous of order r. The filtration of § 3 is fp » 0 Xq. The 
differential d + dw verifies the assumption of Lemma 7.1, hence 
Bp'q(S)s£Ep»q(S). 
The space B2(S) i s e a s i l y computed: 
B ^ - S H C l P . a * ) © A(M), 
(i, ( tP3d# <$<*>)» m d # ® d"o> 
and 
E 2 ( S ) ^ H(#>,d ') 
because M i s c o n t r a c t i b l e , hence H(A(M),d)3-. 1R • 
In p a r t i c u l a r , each E ? ' q i s f i n i t e dimensional. 
I t i s known [43 t h a t , fo r i > q + 1 , the re i s a canonical su r -
j e c t i v e map 
I X 00 
We raust show that it is surjective. In fact, if d.4*0 for some 
j 
j > 2 , fo r i > sup (q+1 , j ) , we ge t 
dim E p » q « dim E§»q>dira E p > q > dim E?» q >dim E p » q . 
It follows that the spectral sequence collapses at the second terra 
and that eg» q is bijective. 








) =». EP'Ч(Í?®Л(M)) 
Ьl'* p,q 
•»•*{! °(.l)) *- EP'q(JP®A(M)) 
00 w 
where the horizontal arrows are induced by the inclusion map 
I
9
(I)~> & & A(M). For i>q + 1, 6^ , q is onto, while the up­
per horizontal arrow and 0?
,a





(JD) is finite-dimensional, it follows that all the ar­
rows are isomorphisms, hence the result. 
8# The second and third invariant cohomology spaces. We con­




a), for i » 2,3. 
Given a connection Y on M, there exist a 2-cocycle Sp with sym­
bol A and a 3-cochain Tp with symbol 
^ o . f l . f 2 > - * A ( f 0 . f 1 ) A ( f 1 . f 2 ) 7 V £ f 2 , f0>. 
which allow an easy description of a C A ^ - j f n c ( -*) ,d ) ( i - 2 , 3 ) 
t U . Moreover, i f Y i s invariant , S~ and !1* are invariant. 
Proposition 8 . 1 . Under the assumptionj>f thra._2^1, 
a ) SPX <8 - invariant 2-cooycle C reads 
C « r S^ + ,-x*a> + d D , 
where r c R , o> e A<fi(M) and D e KGdif f n c 0 0 . M°£
e o v£ r 
[C3 ~ > ( r , Cfr>l ) 
i s - . D . y £ c * i v e , t 2 ^eS°i^S^.«%e—c£n£m£lojSZ £ * £ s £ e s £**.& 
s 2 ( A f i d i f f , n c ( N ) ' d ) ^ R ® H 2 ( A*CM),d)| 
b) any, (B - invariant 3-cocy;cle_reads 
C ' *- Sj* л Ьj + s T p + ^ 6 - ) + Ә E 
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wharf 0 e R f *>' € A*(M) f B * A ^ f f > n o ( . f f ) f X ie_«2m£leotic 
and 6 - inrar iant . s jsni£hinfc i f 3Tp ifl_not_exact_in A*(M). 
t c ' l - * ( X m o d L ^ s , t e a ' J ) 
Teotor_fiaid.t f_and 
H 3 ( A < Bdiff ,nc£ i r )» 3 > ^ H1( A € (M)fd) ® H
3( A*(M) fd) © X, 
witta X m R or •(©} according as 33L ia_exact_in A€(M) or 
npi . 
Dropping the conditions of invariance i n Prop. 7.1 exactly 
g ives hack the description of - ^ ( A ^ j n e ( N ) f 3 ) ( 4 - 2 f 3 ) menti-
oned above. 
The proof requires some preparation. We keep the notations 
of the end of the proof of Lemma 6 . 1 . Let P be the bundle as-
sociated to the bundle Lg(M) of symplectic l inear frames of M 
and the natural representation a> of i t s structure group 
Sp(n f R ) on £P (observe that the d i f f eren t ia l of jo* i s p ) . Sin-
ce the projectors c t , ft , x of 3* commute with p and thus with 
p , they induce projectors , a lso denoted cctft$T
 o n * n e f i h -
res of P • For the same reason, the maps 3p and k induce l ine-
ar endomorphisms on P , which we shal l again denote by cL - an< 
k. I t i s c lear that %> ( P ) - fi ( P ) and that k o fc « tf*. 
I f C i s a cochain of lexicographical order (r » . . . f r .-) 
with r .J > T* « . . . • r -j • 1, i t s lexicographical symbol ? c 
Ident i f i e s to a ( q - l )-form on M with values i n P and, by th i s 
ident i f i c a t i o n , I * GQ corresponds to the natural Lie deriTati-
ve ILW with respect to X on the space A(TM, F ) of IP -valued 
forms on M. In part icular , L # commutes with cC , ft, 7 , 3L and k. 
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Indeed, in the triTialination associated to a canonical chart, 
the latter hare'the (constant) local forms oC,/3f^, <L or k of 
Lemma 6* 1, while the local form of L * is 
I* 
Lj-P - Z 1 % ±P - jo (DX)P. 
Let now C • 3B. It is known 11] that %** - ^ s or 0* 
Suppose that i is inrariant. One has 
"8-g m cc«j + (icF--» + Tr^g 
and ^ F j • 8L © k o / 3 ? B . I t i s thus poss ible to oorreot 1 oy 
a coboundary i n order to cancel (I <?.g without ohenging C. On the 
other hand, since 3 ^ i s in f ec t ive on l i j and commutes with 
L j , T ^ j i s invariant and i t i s the symbol of an inrariant ope-
rator • 
Let us now proTO a ) . Let 
C • rS* + (jifcd + 3 D 
be an invariant 2-cocycle . Unless D i s of order 1 , ^ <-?D i » &a~ 
variant. Since there i s no 1-cochain i n A a d e (Rf? , the aboTe 
argument shows, by an induction on the order, that D - D* + pf*\% 
where D* i s inTariant. fhus 0 • rSj* + (*,*(o.>+d*n) + d D # aad 
co + dT| i s inTariant. 
I f now C i s the ooboundary of an inrariant 1-ooohain r « 0 
and 
MPO + 3D • dD" 
where co ,D and DN are inrariant . By the same kind of argument, 
D" - D iB of order 1. Hence the r e s u l t . 
For b ) , l e t 
C# • Sj* A X J + p*<k> + 8 1 
be inrariant (anyway, T„ is InTariant). 
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If E is of order (p,q) .*> (1 »1)» % ^g is of order (p,q»2) 
(in decreasing order), while S£ A 1^ is of order f(3,3,1). These 
orders are never equal. If (p,q»2) dominates, up to a correction 
of 1 lay an invariant operator, or by a coboundary, we may assume 
that S^ -<*^E* *he only 2-cochains in A a d ® Cft*> are 1 €> A k 
for k odd 2: 3. Thus if (p,q,2)> (3,3,1) and (p,q)#=(k,k) (k odd> 
> 3), we may correct I by an invariant operator and decrease its 
order. If (p,q) * (k,k)>(3,3), 006*-., » fA k (f€N). The term of 
9E of order (k,k-1,3) is then 
kOc-1) «A(^e. ? 1 )
k - 2 A ( f 0 . f 2 )
2 A ( ^ 1 . f 2 ) . 
It follows that f is invariant and E is the symbol of an invari-
ant co chain. We have thus an induction process which allows to 
decrease the order of C # by correcting it by 8T for some inva-
riant T as long as B is of order (p,q)4*(3,3) with (p,q,2) > 
>(3,3,D. 
Suppose that (p,q) • (3,3). Then oc3- » tAr and, for some 
invariant T#, 
C# - 3T# - S^ A Lj, + ^*a>' + ai #" 
where E # is of order < (3,3) and x ' - I - Xf. 
Suppose next that C# - dT # is of order (3»3»1). Its symbol 
is A ® Lj*» since it is invariant, X# is invariant. Thus 
C # - ai'- S ^ A L J , » ^*&)'+ 8E # 
is of order < (3,3,1). 
So the induction leads to the existence of some invariant T 
and X such that 
C# - 9T - S^ A LJJ-
i s 1-differentiable. It i s then of the type X^T^ for some in-
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variant t\ • Henoe the f i r s t part of h ) . 
I f C i s the coboundary of an invariant 2-coehaln and 
C* m S3 A 3-̂ r + (**<*>' + BE 
with invariant I , &/ and B, we have 
S 3 A L j . + p*û_*' m 3 f 
where f i s invariant. She same proof shows that X » X^ and &> » 
m di | wheret th i s t l s e , f and % are invariant. Henoe the conclu-
s ion. 
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